Innowave

Make the LEAP to IoT
Track and Find

Anything
Anytime
Anywhere™
LEAP is a location-aware, anytime-anywhere
wearable IoT Compact Autonomous Sensor
Array with programmable personalities.
Our patented CASA™ architecture for
ultra-low power operation yields battery life of
up to a year, depending upon the use case.
A complete connectivity suite allows LEAP to
communicate its location, message, and
sensor data anywhere in the world based on
the selectable personalities: ACTIVITY,
GEOFENCE, A-OK or PROXIMITY.

CONNECTIVITY
LTE Cat-M1, NB-IoT, 5G ready
Low power LTE roams based on signal strength across
carriers worldwide. 5G compatible hardware supports 5G
when the network becomes available, on the go without
requiring recertification or modification.
Satellite Transmitter
L-band satellite connectivity via the Globalstar network of
low earth orbit satellites ensures connectivity even in the
most remote locations.

LOCATION

Location coordinates provided by both GPS and
GLONASS networks.

DEVICE COMMUNICATION
Bluetooth Low Energy v5
Provides App based user interface and software updates
via smartphone. It is also used for proximity detection.
USB Micro-B connector
For external power, solar power supply or charging.
LEAP is designed for global use and complies with FCC, PTCRB, GCF and SAR certification standards. LEAP will be
available for sale once regulatory certifications are issued by the regulatory bodies. LEAP is designed as a fully
integrated, certified product.

LEAP is a ready-to-go, available
direct-to-consumer device with App.
Innowave provides basic App with
four selectable personalities.
LEAP provides the freedom to the user to define their unique use cases by selecting from four
base personalities provided by Innowave or additional personalities provided by third-party App
developers. Each personality can fit into multiple use cases depending on user preference.
LEAP Personalities provided
in the basic App

LEAP Use Case Examples

ACTIVITY

A machine connected to LEAP on a remote pipeline sends ACTIVITY
signal if equipment failure or abnormality is detected.

Sends message and/or location coordinates
and time elapsed since the last movement or if
the LEAP has been stationary for a fixed
period or other exceptions occur such as
abnormality in sensing data. LEAP senses any
motion including low level vibrations such as
double tapping on LEAP and Low-g or High-g
acceleration.

GEOFENCE

Sends out a location and message whenever
the device has entered or exited a definable
geofence.

Detection of Double Tap on LEAP to send alert and start tracking.
A person parks his car in a large parking lot, the car is stationary for a
few minutes and send its coordinates to the owner’s smartphone.
LEAP is attached to a bicycle/car and the bicycle/car is stolen or starts
moving without the owner. An alert is sent to a smart phone and the
bicycle/car is tracked.
A pet wearing LEAP escapes from the yard. LEAP sends location
and time to the owner’s smartphone.
An Alzheimer patient with the LEAP pendant wanders away from the
house. A periodic GEOFENCE is sent to the family providing location
and a message for them to identify what has happened.
A GEOFENCE signal is received when LEAP collared roaming
wildlife enters a protection zone.

A-OK

An adventurer, out of cell-tower range, sends an A-OK status message
to home base via LEAP.

PROXIMITY

Never leave/miss your LEAP attached keys, handbag or luggage at
the restaurant again. LEAP sends message to your smartphone as
smartphone loses proximity with LEAP.

Sends message, or other sensor data via
Bluetooth connected device to LEAP, then to
any network connected device, even without cell
tower service. User can also send pre-recorded
text message by double tapping the device.

LEAP can sense proximity or loss-of-proximity
to user’s cell phone or other IoT devices.

User can configure PROXIMITY personality on LEAP and use it as a
Bluetooth tracker without monthly subscription.

Innowave Airtime can be purchased through the APP on an as-needed basis. Once a monthly subscription is activated it will continue until the subscription is suspended.
LEAP is designed for global use and complies with FCC, PTCRB, GCF and SAR certification standards. LEAP will be available for sale once regulatory certifications are issued by the regulatory bodies. LEAP is designed as a fully integrated, certified product.

LEAP can also be programmed by third-party Apps
using their various personalities.
The consumer can use LEAP personalities to configure
multiple use cases, making the LEAP re-purposeable.

Product Specifications

LEAP - Satellite

LEAP - LTE Cat-M1

Size

42mm diameter, 11.5mm thickness

42mm diameter, 11.5mm thickness

Weight

22 grams

23 grams

Battery Life

Up to a year
(depending on usage)

Up to a year
(depending on usage)

Special Features

Water resistant - IPX8
Geofencing

Water resistant - IPX8
Geofencing

Wireless

Globalstar LEO satellite (Tx)
BTLE 5
GPS, GLONASS

LTE Cat-M1, NB-IoT, 5G ready
BTLE 5
GPS, GLONASS

Sensors

3-Axis Accelerometer
Temperature sensor
Tap sensor (single and double tap)
Orientation sensor
Flat detection
No-motion/slow motion detection
Low-g / high-g detection
Any motion detection

3-Axis Accelerometer
Temperature sensor
Tap sensor (single and double tap)
Orientation sensor
Flat detection
No-motion/slow motion detection
Low-g / high-g detection
Any motion detection

Power

Rechargeable Li-polymer

Rechargeable Li-polymer

Charging

USB Micro-B cable

USB Micro-B cable

Sim card

-

Internal

NOTE:

1. Software Developers Kit (SDK) available for 3rd Party App developers
2. Restful API (Application Program Interface)

LEAP is designed for global use and complies with FCC, PTCRB, GCF and SAR certification standards. LEAP will be available for sale once regulatory certifications are issued by the regulatory bodies. LEAP is designed as a fully integrated, certified product.
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Technology Foundation
LEAP is protected by 11 filed and five granted
patents. Key technology features are the
miniaturization of RF antenna, shielding,
co-location of multiple wireless technologies,
user programmable personalities and longer
battery life architecture.
About Innowave
Innowave is at the leading edge of design
innovations in smaller, smarter & longer-lasting
connected devices. Founded in 2015 with
deep knowledge of embedded systems, RF,
and mechanical design, we specialize in
miniaturizing circuits and products, designing
products with longer battery life, and in
producing co-located multi-technology wireless
devices that meet regulatory requirements.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
LEAP is designed for global use and complies with FCC, PTCRB, GCF and SAR certification standards. LEAP
will be available for sale once regulatory certifications are issued by the regulatory bodies. LEAP is designed as
a fully integrated, certified product.

